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The credit period will be the subject of agreement between us and individual customers and will not be a
blanket predetermined period. This method of selling involves lower prices since there are no extra costs and
these lower prices attract quite a number of customers. Management and organization The daily operations
will be carried out by the employee who will be trained prior to the commencement of the operation. We will
use both of these units in order to maximize profits. Another threat that may likely confront us is the arrival of
a new commercial green farm in same location where our target market exist and who may want to adopt same
business model like us. Later on we plan on repairing and using an old family pick-up at our disposal
Anticipated challenges We expect the production stage to be generally hassle-free. For example, if the climatic
condition is unfavorable and if there are natural disasters in the location where you have your commercial
farm, then it will directly affect the prices of your farm produce. Industry analysis Most of the regions in
Kenya produce tomatoes which are marketed in the local markets. This is so because part of the success of any
nation is her ability to cultivate her own food and also export foods to other nations of the world. If we
establish a healthy payment history, we will then agree on the payment terms. Our marketing plan is based on
1 a market research study carried out between 20th December and 5th January and 2 , the project managers
experience gained after growing tomatoes on four occasions. It will enable them to be more than willing to
build the business with us and help deliver our set goals and achieve all our business aims and objectives.
Eddie Maslow Greenhouse â€” Farms, LLC is fully aware that there are competitions when it comes to selling
greenhouse commercial farm produce all over the globe, which is why we decided to carry out thorough
research so as to know how to take advantage of the available market in the United States and in other parts of
the world. We will try to counter his by building concrete relationships with our clients, emphasizing our
competitive advantages and concentrating on aggressive marketing. Since we will be selling our products
locally, the transport costs will be kept relatively low thus making our tomatoes more affordable. Our sales
and marketing team will be recruited based on their vast experience in the commercial farms industry and they
will be trained on a regular basis so as to be well equipped to meet their set targets and the overall business
goal of Eddie Maslow Greenhouse â€” Farms, LLC. Thus, though profitable, maximum returns were not
realized The last attempt failed due to the post election violence, This experience will come in handy in
ensuring the success of the enterprise. The second attempt produced better results but due to lack of water,
only a small profit was realized. Sales forecast We expect to have exceptional sales in the first year due to our
anticipated aggressive marketing and our high quality produce. Our tomatoes will be mainly sold through
wholesale marketing. Payment Options The payment policy adopted by Eddie Maslow Greenhouse â€” Farms,
LLC is all inclusive because we are quite aware that different customers prefer different payment options as it
suits them but at the same time, we will ensure that we abide by the financial rules and regulation of the
United States of America. We will therefore put immense emphasis on marketing and selling our product. The
easier you sell off your harvest the better for your business. Our goal is to grow Eddie Maslow Greenhouse
â€” Farms, LLC to become one of the leading commercial greenhouse farms in the United States of America
which is why we have mapped out strategies that will help us take advantage of the available market and grow
to become a major force to reckon with not only in Huston â€” Texas but also in other cities in the United
States of America and the world at large. Our Target Market Naturally, the target market of those who are the
end consumer of greenhouse commercial farm produce and also those who benefits from the business value
chain of the agriculture industry is all encompassing; it is far â€” reaching. We will also factor in the cost of
extending credit into our prices. Here is a summary from the result of the SWOT analysis that was conducted
on behalf of Eddie Maslow Greenhouse â€” Farms, LLC; Strength: Our strength as a greenhouse farm
company is the fact that we have healthy relationships with loads of major players agriculture merchants in the
agriculture industry; both suppliers and buyers within and outside of the United States. This will be done by 5
consulting with their suppliers for other products to establish their repayment history. Greenhouses are
increasingly becoming an important factor in the food supply chain of high-latitude countries. For example,
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Statistics has it that there were 2. We have a team of hardworking and highly proficient farmers, a team with
excellent qualifications and experience in various niche areas in the agriculture industry. Amiran Kenya has
had a long presence in the country and has supplied several farmers with greenhouses for decades.


